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Al~tract--A symmetry appears in modern geometry and its umerous applications both in explicit form 
(visually trivial) and sometimes, through sufficiently complex mathematical transformations, in veiled, 
hidden form. This current paper is made up of commentaries to a series of mathematical, graphical works 
of the author. In these works an attempt was made to show some occurrences of symmetry in geometry, 
topology and mechanics. 
1. CRIT ICAL POINTS OF SMOOTH FUNCTIONS ON 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
So called critical points of potentials (minima, maxima and saddle points) corresponding to 
equilibrium positions of the system (stable or unstable) play an important role in physics and 
mechanics. With any critical point of a function, f (for example, f can be taken as potential energy) 
there are connected separatrices of the gradient vector field, grad f (see Fig. 1), i.e. integral 
trajectories of the field, entering or emanating from the point. If f is invariant with respect o some 
group (of symmetries) then critical points are "reproduced" by actions of this group (the image 
at a critical point is again a critical point). If the group is discrete (as in Fig. 1), then an orbit of 
each critical point consists of a discrete set of critical points. If the point is a saddle point, then 
in the three-dimensional c se the set of its separatrices i  divided into two types. Separatrices of 
the first kind form a two-dimensional disc (the "bell" in Fig. 1) while separatrices of the second 
type form a one-dimensional smooth curve (the vertical axis of the bell on the figure). For example, 
along the bell the function is decreasing, while along its vertical axis the function is increasing. 
Readers who wish to learn more about this problem are directed to Ref. [1]. 
2. TWO-ADIC SOLENOID 
This geometric object is well-known in topology and algebraic geometry (see for example Refs 
[2, 3]). One should look at the torus (bagel), then wind the second torus twice around the axis of 
the first toms. Then in a similar way, embed the third torus into the second torus by winding it 
twice around its axis (i.e. 22---4 times wound around the axis of the first toms) and so on ad 
infinitum. As a result we obtain an infinite series of toil embedded in each other (they are becoming 
thinner and thinner), each of which is twice wound around the axis of the previous toms. Consider 
further "the limit" of all these toil. As a result, we will get an interesting topological space 
possessing many properties important for geometry. In Fig. 2, only nine toil are drawn representing 
the beginning of this process. These tori are marked by Roman numbers. For the convenience of 
the audience, in each torus holes are made (a part of the torus is cut) through which successive 
tori are seen. This example demonstrates to us the hidden symmetries. 
3. ALGEBRAIC  SURFACE IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPLEX SPACE 
So called Riemannian surfaces of algebraic functions (i.e. solutions of polynomial equations) are 
well-known in geometry. With each polynomial equation of the form 
f (w,  z) = ~, a~(w)z k = 0 
K=I 
tTranslated from Russian by Drs V. V. Goldbcrg and J. Kappraff, both Professors of Mathematics atthe Department 
of Mathematics, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ 07102, U.S.A. 
:~To avoid extensive delays, this paper has been published without the author's corrections. 
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[where (w, z) is a point of the complex space C2]. Naturally connected to this polynomial is the 
well-known Galois group which can be considered as the group of hidden symmetries of the given 
equation (see for example Ref. [4]). This group can be described in terms of the Riemannian surface 
associated with the given equation. If we change the coefficients of the equation, the Riemannian 
surface will be somehow deformed in the space. In Fig. 2, such a deformation is shown. Here the 
surface corresponds to the equation 
w 2 - (z - a) (z -- b) (z - c) (z - d) = 0. 
For the deformation presented in Fig. 3, either two roots a and b merge (become multiple) or else 
two other roots e and d merge. In this ease the Riemannian surface is a torus (in Fig. 3 two spheres 
are shown connected by two pipes to generate the torus). When two of the roots merge, one of 
the two spheres blows up while the second one becomes maller. When the other two roots merge, 
the spheres exchange their positions. 
4. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPHERE, POISSON SPHERE, NUTATION 
AND PRECESSION 
The integrability of the equations of motion of a solid body with mass have been studied in 
classical mechanics over many years (starting from Euler, Lagrange, Kovalevskaya, Clebtsch, 
Goryachev, Chaplygin and others). For the purpose of a visual geometrical description of motions 
of the body, special trajectories are used that are located on a two-dimensional sphere called the 
Poisson sphere. In order to get a visual picture the reader can imagine one of the important motions 
of the solid body as a gyroscope motion or as a motion of a top with mass whose rotational axis 
is anchored at some fixed point. A symmetric top (so called Lagrange top) is a particular case of 
integrability. It turns out that the equations of motion indicated above can be integrated only in 
the case when the solid body under investigation possesses some symmetries (for example, when 
this body is a surface of revolution). The search for such symmetries i a difficult problem of 
mechanics and Hamiltonian geometry. For some modern aspects of the theory of such symmetries 
see for example Ref. [5]. 
5. HEEGARD DIAGRAMS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS 
Rolling without slipping 
One of the interesting occurrences of symmetry in mechanics i the rolling of a solid body without 
slipping along a rough two-dimensional surface (possibly of complex profile). The results of this 
process are studied by the mechanics of non-holonomic systems (i.e. the systems with non- 
holonomic onstraints). Recently, deep and interesting connections of this subject with Lie groups 
were discovered (that is to say, with some definite groups with symmetry). At the same time Fig. 
5 helps to see the process of formation of three-dimensional manifolds from "elementary bricks". 
In topology, the scheme of gluing such bricks is called the Heegard diagram. 
6. ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL DOMAINS OF ACTION 
OF DISCRETE GROUPS 
In Fig. 6, there is drawn a level surface of a polynomial function (of higher order) given in 
three-dimensional space. This concrete function has a discrete symmetry group and therefore its 
level surface is invariant with respect o actions of this group. On a level surface, it is possible to 
define the "fundamental domain of actions of the group, i.e. the minimal set with the property that 
all possible shifts by different elements of the group cover the whole surface. For visualizing 
purposes this fundamental domain is represented in the form of a rectangle. Applying all possible 
elements of the group to this rectangle "reproduce" it, we shift it and tile the surface by congruent 
domains. At the same time this mathematical fantasy is considered as a possible illustration of the 
well-known chess playing scene between Voland and Behemoth in the famous novel Master and 
Margarita by M. A. Bulgakov. (At the end of the game, Behemoth loses to Voland.) 
Fig. 1. Critical points of smooth functions on three-dimensional manifolds. 
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Fig. 2. Two-adic solenoid. 
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7. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES. THE PARTITIONING OF 
THE SPACE INTO SIMPLEXES 
The study of crystal structures (the mechanism of growing crystals, its geometry, etc.) is one of 
the important parts of modern physics and chemistry. One of such infinite crystal structures is 
shown in Fig. 7. In topology, the partitioning of a space into "elementary objects" each of which 
is a simplex is often used. A one-dimensional simplex is a segment, a two-dimensional simplex is 
a triangle, a three-dimensional simplex is a tetrahedron (three sided pyramid), etc. Three- 
dimensional simplexes can be added (by identifying their faces) together to form more complex 
objects, polyhedra. The language of simplexes is very useful in topology. It allows topological 
invariants (the homology group) of polyhedra to be computed rapidly. The group of symmetries 
of regular tetrahedra (regular simplex) is one of the interesting finite groups closely connected with 
crystallography. 
8. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES. CUBIC PARTITIONINGS OF POLYHEDRA 
In Fig. 8 another method of partitioning of space into elementary parts is presented. 
Parallelopipeds and their different modifications can be taken as such "bricks". Such partitionings 
(and their generalizations) appear in topology when the group of cubic homology and co- 
homologies is defined. These groups [as well as the groups of simplicial (co) homology] are 
topological invariants of the space (polyhedra). Namely, if two polyhedra are homotopically 
equivalent then their groups of (co) homologies coincide. The appearance of such groups is one 
of the illustrations of hidden symmetries in topology. For details see Ref. [6]. 
9. SYMMETRIC SPACES 
Transformation groups 
One of the most important classes of manifolds is the symmetric spaces, i.e. the spaces possessing 
a large group of symmetries (a large group of motions). A space is said to be symmetric if it is 
transferred into itself by each symmetry keeping an arbitrary point of the space fixed (and rotating 
by a half-turn geodesic lines passing through the fixed point). The theory of such spaces is a 
particular case of the general theory of Lie groups and homogeneous spaces ince each symmetric 
space uniquely determines its group of symmetries and some subgroup in it (the isotropy group). 
The symmetric spaces have an invariant symmetric Riemannian metric. If this metric is altered (for 
example, perturbed in a neighborhood of the point as it is shown on Fig. 9) then the space ceases 
to be symmetric. In Fig. 9, an infinite series of standard spheres is shown which are the simplest 
symmetric spaces. The symmetry here appears visually explicitly as the "symmetry of a geometric 
object". (See for example Ref. [7].) 
10. SYMMETRY OF PLANE WAVES 
Scandinavian myths 
The picture of the propagation of symmetric waves from a point source of variable density is 
presented (the amplitude of the wave disturbance changes with time). This implies that the wave- 
length changes. Similar pictures appear on diffraction cells during optical experiments. The picture 
presented in Fig. 10 can be also treated as the graph of a function with axial symmetry. Because 
of this, critical points of the function are not isolated (except the central one) and fill the critical 
circles. The visual image in Fig. 10 can also be associated with the well-known legend about the 
goddess of earth, Herde and the god Wotan who came to Herde with questions about the future. 
11. CUBIC LATTICES 
Probability processes, chaotic walk and crystal destruction 
A cubic lattice composed of cubes in three-dimensional space is drawn in Fig. 11. Far from the 
viewer, the lattice still preserves its original regular form while in the foreground its destruction 
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and loss of symmetry have already begun. Such lattices play an essential role in the theory of 
crystallographic groups. Each lattice (with a definite type of symmetry) defines a group whose 
properties reflect he properties of the lattice and the corresponding crystals ufficiently complete. 
On the other hand the graphical work, Fig. 11, allows one to get a visual image of one of the 
important ideas of probability theory. Consider a die (with numbers arranged randomly on its 
faces). Locate on each face a human being who has another die in his hand each face of which 
contains a human being (of smaller size), who also has a die in his hand, and so on to infinity. 
Human beings on each consecutive l vel must decrease their sizes. After this, each of these humans 
(there are infinitely many) starts, independently of the others, tossing his die randomly. As a result, 
all dice will undergo chaotic motion which will be complicated more and more when the movement 
is from one set of dice on one level to dice on the successive level. At the same time, it turns out 
that by consideration of such chaotic motions it appears as if the symmetries disappear; it is 
possible to find in such systems, hidden symmetries appearing on higher levels. These hidden 
symmetries can govern the solutions of stochastic differential equations ometimes possessing 
groups of symmetries. See for example Ref. [8]. 
12. CHAOS 
Chaos is the opposite of symmetry; it is the complete destruction of any possible order in the 
object's tructure. At the same time (see example 11 above), while studying complex stochastic 
processes, it is sometimes possible to find in them symmetries ofhigher orders. It is difficult o watch 
them visually. Such symmetries appear in the form of the symmetry group of the corresponding 
differential equations describing the process. For example the chaotic motion of particles of liquid 
can obey a general globally ordered motion described by sufficiently simple equations. The chaos 
manifests itself in so-called "strange attractors", limiting sets of dynamical systems. The interesting 
game of chaos and symmetry is observed in fractal theory (see for example Ref. [9]). 
13. HIDDEN SYMMETRICS 
Decimal expansions of the numbers ~ and e 
Let's consider the decimal expansions of the famous numbers n and e: rt = 3.1415..., and 
e = 2.7182 . . . .  In Fig. 13, each digit of this expansion is placed in its own separate square, inside 
of which there are located exactly as many black circles as the corresponding digit. When the 
horizontal row in Fig. 13 is completed, the decimal expansion jumps to the next row ad infinitum. 
The number n is presented on the front face of the prism while the number e is on the lateral face. 
The series of black spots appears as random to the eye, completely chaotic, and this impression 
corresponds to the mathematical reality. In a more exact sense, the series of digits in the expansions 
of n and e represent random series (the exact mathematical proof of this fact is very non-trivial; 
see for example works of A. N. Kolmogorov). At the same time appears as one of the consequences 
of the symmetry of the standard planar circumference. The length of circumference of radius one 
is equal to 2n. If we alter the metric on the circumference, we destroy the symmetry and, in general, 
obtain another length of circumference (no longer connected with e number). 
FIGURE 14 
Figure 14 is an attempt at a modem geometric refraction of ideas stimulated by middle age artists 
(in particular Breugel, Durer, etc.) They were interested in the theory of perspectiye and they 
developed principals of the correct rendering of objects, and also groped to find mathematical 
mechanisms governing optical illusions. An example is a famous engraving Alchemist by Breugel. 
Figure 14 can be considered as  mathematical variation on this theme the main content of which 
is a visual modeling of the idea of mathematical infinity. Of course, many scientific ideas of the 
authors of the middle ages lost their actuality, nevertheless many contemporary mathematical ideas 















Fig. 10. Symmetry of plane waves. 
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Fig. 1 I. Cubic lattices. 
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15. MATHEMATICAL  FANTASY 
Today we examine our surroundings trying to understand hidden laws governing events. A 
changing infinite series of geometric objects often hides one symmetry or another which is the 
manifestation of some physical laws. 
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